Subject Encyclopedias
A Selection (All titles located in library’s reference collection)

Philosophy, Psychology and Religion
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy B 41.E5
Encyclopedia of Psychology BF 31.E52
Encyclopedia of Human Emotions BF 531.E55 1999
Man, Myth & Magic BF 1407.M34 1997
Encyclopedia of Ethics BJ 63.E45
The Encyclopedia of Religion BL 31.E46 1987

History
Encyclopedia of the Renaissance CB 361.E52 1999
Dictionary of the Middle Ages D 114.D5 1982
Encyclopedia of the Holocaust D 804.3.E53 1990
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt DT 58.094 2001
American Decades E 169.12.A419

Countries and Cultures
Encyclopedia of Contemporary French Culture DC 33.7.E53 2002
Encyclopedia of Contemporary Spanish Culture DP 323.S.E63 2002
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World DS 35.53.O95 2001
Encyclopedia of African-American Culture and History E 185.E54 1996
The Latino Encyclopedia E 184.S75L357 1996
Encyclopedia of Mexico F 1210.E63 1997
Encyclopedia of Food and Culture GT 2850.E53 2003
Encyclopedia of World Sport GV 567.E56 1996

Business
Encyclopedia of Management HD 30.15.E49 2000
The Advertising Age Encyclopedia of Advertising HF 5803.A38 2003

Criminology and Sociology
Encyclopedia of Sociology HM 425.E5 2000
How can I Find More Subject Encyclopedias?

**Method 1:** Using the Library of Congress Classification Outline, browse the reference books that pertain to your topic of interest.

**Method 2:** Using the online library catalog’s advanced search screen, search using the keywords “encyclopedia?” and your topic of interest. For example “encyclopedia?” and “ethics”.

**Method 3:** Use *First Stop: The Master Index to Subject Encyclopedias* [Ref AE1.R96 1989].